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Abstract: Our understanding of the diversity of life on our planet and the possibility of finding or
sustaining life elsewhere in the universe plays a central role in supporting human space settlement
and exploration. Astrobiology and its outcomes require a multidisciplinary and comprehensive
approach, in which the microbial, geological, chemical, astronomical, and physical domains of
research are interlinked. An example of the applications of astrobiology and space microbiology
is the use of extremophiles for in situ resource utilization through biomining and bioleaching. To
better understand the multidisciplinary research landscape in this area, we quantitatively reviewed
the global scientific literature on astrobiology, with a focus on biomining and bioleaching through
bibliometric network analysis, investigating patterns and trends in its development over time. The
network analysis of keyword co-occurrence highlights different connecting and overlapping clusters,
illustrating the multidisciplinary character of astrobiology. Temporal analyses show a recent focus
on topics related to microbiology and geomicrobiology, emphasizing the role that these fields will
play in future astrobiology research. In conclusion, astrobiology, biomining, and bioleaching research
are currently addressing the recognition of these techniques as valuable tools for biotechnological
applications, expected to play a crucial role in long-term human space exploration.
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1. Introduction

Astrobiology is becoming increasingly important as human exploration of space
progresses [1]. Since its inception, it has evolved from a strong focus on the study of the
origin, evolution, and distribution of life in space, to the inclusion of biotechnological
applications which aim to support space exploration and in situ resource utilization (ISRU).
These include, for instance, biomining, bioleaching, space (micro)biology, and astrobotany,
all applications with a strong industrial potential [2,3]. However, a thorough consideration
of the different areas which influenced the development and evolution of astrobiology over
time has not been analyzed in depth. To better understand how astrobiology has changed,
it is necessary to retrace its evolution.

Astrobiology is a multidisciplinary field combining physics, chemistry, biology, ge-
ology, and planetary sciences (i.e., geobiology, astrochemistry, exoplanets research, space
probe development, comet studies, etc.) [2,4–7]. The very first contributions to this field
came from the Greek philosopher Democritus in the field of atomism theory. Democritus
reasoned that if the universe consists of atoms, then life must necessarily exist throughout
the cosmos, accounting for a coherent relationship between atoms and life [8]. Follow-
ing the era of Democritus, a significant shift in cosmological thought emerged with the
prevailing notion of the immutable and perfect celestial realms composed of Aristotelian
quintessence [9]. The philosophical foundation of Aristotelian thought is based on the
immutable and perfect nature of the celestial spheres, which contradicted the plurality of
worlds proposed by Democritus [9]. This theory continues with Ptolemy (Aristotelian–
Ptolemaic cosmology, Earth at the center of the Universe—geocentrism) [10]. The first
subsequent contributions to astrobiology, after Democritus, came with Copernicus (and
the heliocentric theory) [10] and with Giordano Bruno, who proclaimed the existence of
infinite worlds [11]. The concept of a plurality of worlds was then further pursued by other
scientists and philosophers (Voltaire, Huygens, etc.). In the 17th century, Isaac Newton
and Edmond Halley suggested the participation of comets in planetary evolution with the
establishment of the “Goldilocks Zone”, i.e., the range of distance from a star that allows
the right temperature for water to remain in a liquid state [12]. Astrobiology is a vast
field of study, and its foundations extend beyond the aforementioned names. Numerous
eminent scientists of past centuries also contributed to its development, e.g., Schiapparelli,
Lowell, Darwin, Lord Kelvin, Crick and Orgel, Oparin and Haldane, Urey and Miller,
Struve, etc. [13]. Although it is an emerging science, it is preceded by numerous studies
related to chemical evolution [14,15] and theories on the origin of life [16]. Currently,
depending on the country under consideration, the main focus of astrobiology varies
between more biogeochemical studies [17] and those more inclined toward astrochem-
istry [18]. However, in recent years, it appears that astrobiological studies are moving to
a more biologically-oriented view, particularly focusing on extremophilic organisms and
extreme environments on Earth, as analogues of what could be found in other planetary
bodies [19,20]. Investigating the origin and evolution of life, considering the evolution of
metabolism and early-Earth geochemistry, has been deemed increasingly important [21].

Despite the success of space exploration and the plans to establish human settlements
on other planetary bodies, practical limitations need to be considered and solved. These
include the unsustainability of transferring resources from Earth over long interplanetary
distances, and the potential limited resources available on extraterrestrial environments.
This has stimulated an interest in space biomining and bioleaching, i.e., the process of using
microorganisms to extract metals of interest from rock ores or mining waste [22–24]. Indeed,
some microorganisms are able to colonize extreme environments, e.g., acidic environments
enriched with heavy metals, such as acid mine drainage (AMD) [25]. Scientists mined re-
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sources such as transition metals, which are useful in metal powdering and metal sintering
processes [26]. Through biomining and bioleaching, it will be possible to build tools for
human survival using 3D printing techniques through metal sintering and powdering [27].
This approach can also be used to remediate metal-contaminated sites, a process termed
bioremediation [28,29].

Some microbes, archeobacteria, and fungi, such as Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans,
Acidithiobacillus caldus, Leptospirillum ferriphilum, Sphingomonas desiccabilis, Sulfolobus metalli-
cus, Acidianus copahuensis, Metallosphaera sedula, Aspergillum niger, Penicullum simplicissimus,
and many others (usually iron and sulfur oxidizers) [30–36] can mobilize transition metals
(i.e., iron, copper and rare earth elements (REEs)), depending on the oxygen concentration
in the environment and the production of organic acids, altering their mobility in aqueous
solutions [30,37]. The ability to recover dissolved metals, versus their solid forms, makes
bioleaching one of the most widely used techniques in biomining. In the case of poorly
soluble metals, selected microorganisms are used to break down surrounding minerals and
facilitate their extraction from the rock [38]. The most valuable metals currently targeted by
biomining operations are copper, uranium, nickel, iron, PGEs (platinum group elements),
and REEs [39]. REEs are particularly valuable due to their unique properties and applica-
tions in various high-tech technological and industrial sectors [40]. Biomining and selective
accumulation of these 17 elements (scandium, yttrium, lanthanum, cerium, etc.) is crucial
because they are found in low concentrations in mineral deposits, making their extraction
challenging with traditional mining operations [41]. Certain microorganisms are capable of
selectively absorbing and concentrating REEs from the environment [42]. Moreover, the
application of biomining techniques to the extraction of valuable metals is crucial in the
context of environmental benefits because it reduces the need for extensive excavation,
and reduces the release of harmful chemicals and pollutants into the ecosystem [43]. Some
microorganisms can aid the breakdown of complex mineral structures and can actively
precipitate REEs in biomineralization processes [44]. The same is true for PGEs. Harness-
ing the capabilities of microorganisms in biomining and bioleaching processes offers an
economically viable approach for the extraction of metals with limited global supply and
increasing demand [45].

In this regard, microorganisms are especially proficient at oxidizing sulfur-bearing min-
erals. If the metal of interest is dissolved directly, the process is termed “bioleaching”; when
it is enriched in relation to the material left behind, the process is termed “bio-oxidation” [46].
Both processes involve microbial reactions occurring wherever microorganisms, rock, and
essential nutrients, such as oxygen and sulfur species, coexist. These processes can be
performed in space environments, for example on lunar regolith and Martian basalts,
that provide the right facilities for microbial growth [47]. Experiments conducted both
on Earth and on the International Space Station (ISS) demonstrated the feasibility of rare
earth element extraction by biomining using microbes that can mobilize metals [32]. Space
biomining and bioleaching are becoming a cutting-edge branch of astrobiology, with a
particular interest in human space exploration. Their research requires a combination of
interdisciplinary expertise and knowledge, for which astrobiologists are particularly well
suited [3,22].

In the present study, we performed a quantitative astrobiological literature search
by applying bibliometric techniques, as shown by Picone et al., 2021 [48], explaining the
general characteristics of each cluster and underlining the relationship between them. We
employed a focus on recent achievements in space biomining and bioleaching to identify
possible patterns and trends in astrobiology, and to examine their evolution over time.

2. Materials and Methods

We performed a bibliometric analysis of the global scientific literature on astrobiology,
biomining, and bioleaching. Research articles were searched on 4 May 2022, in the Scopus
databases. The research was performed by searching for two different strings using Boolean
operators: (1) “astrobiology”, (2) “astrobiology” AND “biomining” OR “bioleaching” in
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the document title, abstracts, and keywords of scientific papers. We chose a range of dates
for each string which let us export the maximum number of documents possible (from 2013
to 2022 for the first string and from 2004 to 2022 for the second string).

The research metadata was exported as CSV files after selecting the “Citation informa-
tion”, “Bibliographical information”, and “Abstract and keywords” options. The results
were then analyzed by means of VOSviewer (version 1.6.13), designed to create network
maps based on bibliographic data [49]. Network maps are generated in such a way that the
position of the displayed items (e.g., keywords, authors, countries) are assigned according
to the degree of their relatedness; the closely related elements are grouped in clusters, while
the weakly related ones are more distant. Items are also uniquely assigned to clusters, each
consisting of a set of closely related items.

In order to examine the trends of the main topics linked to astrobiology, co-occurrence
maps of the authors’ keywords were generated. Co-occurrence networks of keywords are
based on the number of publications in which two keywords occur together in the title,
abstract, or keyword list, and express their relationship quantitatively [49]. For the first
network map, a minimum threshold of 18 occurrences was set to visualize the 200 most
important authors’ keywords. For the second network map, a minimum threshold of
2 occurrences was set to visualize the 30 most important authors’ keywords. The clustering
resolution was reduced from 1 (i.e., the default value) to 0.85 to optimize the number
of clusters displayed [48], i.e., each cluster was a series of nodes inside a network of
information. In addition, the overlay visualization of VOSviewer was applied to allow
the representation of the network elements on a time gradient, which expresses how the
co-occurrence of the network items has evolved over time. This visualization feature is
based on the average publication year of the documents in which the keywords occurred.

A list of terms used throughout the paper can be found in Table 1.

Table 1. The terminology used in the bibliometric analyses performed in this study, adapted from
Picone et al., 2021 [48].

Term Description

Items Objects of interest (i.e., publications, researchers, keywords, authors).

Link Connection or relation between two items (e.g., co-occurrence
of keyword).

Number of links The number of links, expressed by a positive numerical value.

Link strength

Attribute of each link, expressed by a positive numerical value. In the
case of co-occurrence of keywords, is based on the number of
publications in which two keywords occur together in the title, abstract,
or keyword list. The higher the value, the higher the number of
occurrence of keywords in the global literature expressing their
relationship quantitatively.

Total link strength The cumulative strength of the links of an item with other items.
Network Set of items connected by their links.

Cluster
Set of items included in a network map. Closely related elements are
grouped in clusters. Each cluster represents a different macro-area of
the scientific research.

Co-occurrence analysis
The number of co-occurrences of two keywords is the number of
publications in which both keywords occur together in the title,
abstract, or keyword list.

Overlay visualization Network analysis feature depicting network items based on their
average publication year.

3. Results
3.1. First String Analysis

The bibliographical search of the string “astrobiology” returned a set of 2519 docu-
ments (the 2000 most recent were downloaded; data sources have limits on the amount of
data that is exportable) from 2013 to 2022. Of the 8819 keywords, 200 were displayed by
VosViewer according to the occurrences threshold set (Figure 1, Table S1). For the second
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string (“astrobiology” AND “biomining” OR “bioleaching”) in the Scopus database, only
eight documents were found in the years from 2004 to 2021.
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Figure 1. Co-occurrence network map of keywords in the global scientific literature on astrobiology.
The size of each keyword in the figure is directly proportional to the number of times it appears in
the analyzed documents. Colors indicate clusters to which keywords are uniquely assigned based on
their interrelatedness.

In the co-occurrence map (Figure 1), the 200 keywords were grouped into 6 different
clusters and sized proportionally to their number of occurrences (Supplementary Mate-
rials, Table S1). As they were derived from the string “astrobiology” only (first string),
this analysis allows the monitoring of astrobiology’s “hot-topics” and their multidisci-
plinary connection.

Cluster 1 includes 61 keywords (red bullets) and broadly focuses on topics related to
microbiology and extreme environments. Frequent keywords are ecosystems and microor-
ganisms, which are directly connected to the study targets of astrobiology, e.g., Archaea,
Bacteria, extremophiles, habitat, lakes, Antarctica, and to physical–chemical parameters, e.g.,
pH, radiation, microgravity, ultraviolet rays.

Cluster 2 consists of 52 items (green bullets), including the central keyword astrobiology.
The cluster is dominated by subjects dealing with physics and astrophysics, i.e., astrophysics,
extrasolar planets, interplanetary flight, planetary atmosphere, stars, and thermodynamics. In
addition, the cluster is strongly linked to Cluster 1, i.e., connected to keywords biology,
amino acids, and life detection.

Cluster 3, composed of 32 items (blue bullets), focuses on chemistry, location, and
methods of astrobiological studies. The cluster is dominated by a few main keywords,
chemistry, mars, and procedures. Additional frequent keywords are biosignature, biomarkers,
minerals, organic compounds, and oxidation-reduction reactions.
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Cluster 4, which consists of 29 items (yellow bullets) includes (as Cluster 1) the theme
of biodiversity and life in relation to astrobiology, as shown by the presence of exobiology,
space flight, animals, evolution, life, and origin of life.

Cluster 5 consists of 25 items (violet bullets) and has a strong connection to astronomy,
as shown by the main keywords astronomy, space, and extraterrestrial environment. This
cluster is linked by a strong connection with all the other clusters.

Cluster 6, with only one item (light blue bullet), is referred to as “earth, planet” in
relation to the keywords mars, astrobiology, and astronomy.

It is worth noting that Clusters 1, 2, and 3 have keywords associated with life forms,
the origin of life, microorganisms, and astronomy, highlighting the multidisciplinary and
transdisciplinary nature of astrobiology. In the first keywords, ordered by the number of
links (after the main keyword), we find metabolism, bacteria, the origin of life, and microbiology.
Microbiology shows connections to five of the map’s six clusters, with the exception of
cluster 6. Among its most common co-occurrences, the most significant are those with
mars, earth, planet, and metabolism, indicating the path that scientific research in astrobiology
is taking. The study of the Earth and microorganisms serves as a natural laboratory for
planetary studies.

Clusters 3, 4, 5, and partially Cluster 2, show a high degree of overlap. Some keywords
are placed in between. Cluster 4 partially overlaps with all Clusters. Clusters 4 and 5 are
strongly interconnected, with astronomy nested among exobiology, extraterrestrial environment,
and biosignatures. This reflects the role of astronomical approaches in astrobiological studies,
with biology and life sciences playing a significant role. Clusters 3 and 4 partially overlap
through a broad network area focused on research topics related to the microbiological part
of the map (Cluster 1). In this section, bacteria is a major stakeholder category, explicitly
represented on the map and linked to the main keywords mars, astrobiology, exobiology, and
extraterrestrial environment. The incorporation of microbial life into astrobiological studies is
truly a key strategy. In the search for life in the cosmos and in support of space exploration,
there is a need to focus on extremophiles capable of performing their metabolic functions in
extreme environments, e.g., the moon, Mars, or the ISS. Astrobiologists are now focusing on
extremophile organisms on Earth and their environments to better understand the possible
spread of life in the universe.

Surprisingly, Cluster 6 is inextricably linked to all of the other clusters. This cluster
shows a high degree of overlap, likely due to the fact that life is known to exist only on Earth.
The high degree of overlap with Clusters 2, 3, 4, and 5, and the thick web of connections
on the network map, confirms the interconnectedness of astrobiological research topics. It
underlines the interdisciplinary nature and the high relatedness of their studies. The entire
left part and the right part of the network map of Figure 1 show a panorama of the actual
trend of astrobiology, which contains common elements of the integration of the biological
part with the astronomical.

Figure 2 shows the overlay visualization map based on the year of document publica-
tion, which provides a temporal perspective for interpreting the co-occurrence network
map of keywords (the color scale and time range in the map were chosen automatically by
the program to better underline the variations existing in the literature).

The distribution of the keywords along a temporal gradient provided an immediate
representation of astrobiology evolution and identified the most recent trends. The overlay
visualization map shows a current focus on concepts that encompass the microbial dimen-
sion, e.g., extremophile and microbial communities, and a focus on other planetary bodies,
e.g., mars and enceladus. In addition, it clearly shows an interaction with the geological
components, e.g., minerals, sediment, and geological sediments. Other keywords, such as
evolution, planets, origin of life, extraterrestrial environment, and space flight are distributed
evenly over the publication period, which indicates a homogeneous appearance of space
in astrobiology.
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Figure 2. Overlay visualization of the co-occurrence network map of keywords for the string “astro-
biology”. Keywords are represented on a color gradient based on the average year of publication
of the documents they appear in, from blue (older publication), to green (publication equally dis-
tributed across the timespan), to yellow (more recent publications). The color gradient was chosen
automatically by the program to underline the differences through time.

As shown in Figure 1, the central keywords astrobiology and exobiology are closely
related, both in terms of the proximity of their locations on the network map and the
strength of their connection (high link strength, i.e., a high number of co-occurrences). This
happened because they are improperly used as synonyms of the same word. Astrobiology
deals with the study of life on Earth and in space, and exobiology deals with the study
of the likelihood of the existence of life exclusively outside of Earth. To support this
hypothesis, the overlay shows no temporal divergence in their co-occurrence (Figure 2).
Both astrobiology and exobiology are in the middle of the chronological publication spectrum.

According to the scientific literature, the keyword water and its relatives are the oldest
on the map. The left part of the network map in Figure 2 (Clusters 1, 3, and 4) included
research topics recently explored in astrobiology, e.g., extremophiles, animals, microgravity,
and extreme environments.

3.2. Second String Analysis

The bibliographical search for the second string in the Scopus database yielded eight
documents published from 2004 to 2021. Of the 224 keywords, 30 were displayed according
to the occurrence threshold set (Figure 3; Supplementary Materials, Table S2). In the co-
occurrence network map, the 30 main keywords were grouped into 4 different clusters, in
contrast to the first string, which showed 6 clusters. These clusters are arranged in size and
location in proportion to their number of occurrences.
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Cluster 1 consists of 11 items (red bullets) and is focused on and linked to the main
topic of research, e.g., astrobiology and bioleaching, with keywords related to biotechno-
logical organisms for space exploration and settling, e.g., bacteria, acidophile, microbiology,
metabolism, and minerals.

Cluster 2 contains seven items (green bullets), including keywords related to non-
human research, e.g., microbial metabolism, proteobacteria, extreme environment, and ex-
tremophiles. This cluster has a strong focus on the incorporation of the microbial com-
ponent, particularly extreme biology, into space exploration, as suggested by the keywords
(Supplementary Materials, Table S2).

Cluster 3 consists of seven elements (blue bullets), including the keyword acidophiles,
which is common to all clusters and closely related to the other keyword in the network. The
main topics of the cluster are geomicrobiology, the iron cycle, and the sulfur cycle, underscoring
the role of geobiochemistry in astrobiology.

Cluster 4, with five items (yellow bullets), similar to Cluster 2, is related to specific
microbial research in bioleaching and biomining, including key organisms and mechanisms
which could be of relevance in astrobiology. All five items show the same number of
linkages and are referred to as model organisms in biomining and bioleaching processes, i.e.,
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans. Other keywords useful in understanding how this organism
works are mineral, sulfide, and sulfur.

The first three clusters have keywords linked to astrobiology and focus on microbial
research and geomicrobiology. They showed a strong relationship between microbiology
and geological environments. By sorting the number of links in descending order, it is
possible to understand that bioleaching processes are strongly linked to microbiology, with
particular attention to sulfur and iron metabolism. Iron is one of the most fundamental
transition metals (along with copper, nickel, vanadium, tungsten, and molybdenum) that
human civilization must use in space exploration and in situ resource exploitation.
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Cluster 4 looks more specifically at life forms that could be useful in refining tran-
sition metals. The focus is closely related to Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans. Furthermore,
Cluster 4 goes deep into microbial metabolism and shows that microbes in the iron and
sulfur cycles are useful in biotechnological approaches and in endogenous Earth processes
(biogeochemical cycles).

Cluster 4 visually shows a high degree of overlap with all other clusters, as some
keywords are placed between the network ranges of all clusters. Cluster 2 and Cluster 3
partially overlap. The intersection between these clusters is highly interconnected, showing
the microbial metabolism and the geomicrobiological keywords at the center of the inter-
section. Both clusters are linked, via the keyword sulfur, to Cluster 4, as a central element
in the reduction and oxidation of many transition metals in biological processes. Cluster
1, with the keyword astrobiology, is the one from which the other clusters originate and
overlap. It contains some of the most important keywords that can summarize all topics,
e.g., astrobiology, bioleaching, and microbiology. Microbial involvement is fundamental to
colonizing other planetary bodies, as we can see from the mars keyword, which is strongly
related to the main network keywords. It is interesting to note that a few terms which
would be intuitively associated to Clusters 2 (metabolism), 3 (bioleaching and acidophiles) and
4 (iron and minerals) are actually associated with Cluster 1, which is astrobiology-dominated.
On the other hand, mars, which should intuitively be linked to Cluster 1, belongs to Cluster
3, which is geology-dominated.

Figure 4 shows the overlay visualization map based on the year of document publica-
tion (the color scale and time range in the figure were chosen automatically by the program
to better underline the variations present in the literature).
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The distribution of keywords along a temporal gradient allowed the understanding of
the importance and development of biomining and bioleaching research in astrobiology.
The overlay visualization map shows a current focus on microbial research, particularly on
extremophiles, on the ISS and in extreme environments around the globe. Other keywords,
e.g., mineral, sulfide, and metabolism, are equally distributed over the publication time frame,
suggesting the homogeneous importance of geological studies in the mining resources
using microbial metabolism.

4. Discussion

The results of the two bibliometric analyses performed showed the evolution of
astrobiology from the conventional concept of exoplanets and astronomy studies to a
broader spectrum that integrates ecology, microbiology, and geochemistry. These kinds
of patterns in astrobiology are to be placed in the broader context of the development
of space sciences, which are used to identify space engineering, planetology, cosmology,
astrophysics, astronomy, and space exploration. The exclusion of the microbiological and
biogeochemical presence in astrobiology is due to the fact that it is a relatively new science
(and new term), officially born and coined around the 1970s.

In recent years, astrobiology has evolved from astronomical research into more bio-
logical research, encompassing numerous other scientific subjects, such as geology and
microbiology. The focus of astrobiology, in addition to discovering how life arose and how
it can be distributed in the cosmos, is towards aiding space exploration, which is triggering
new research areas, such as astrobotany and space biomining [24,25].

As we can see from the string analysis, there is a growing trend in the temporal gradient
where research is increasingly integrating biological and microbiological approaches, as
well as biogeochemistry, for resource extraction in space environments. The results of this
study confirm that biological approaches are increasingly gaining ground in astrobiology
and are creating new research niches that are less explored. Biomining and bioleaching
play central roles in life sciences applied to space environments, and there is a trend toward
organisms capable of colonizing extreme environments and even extracting resources using
their own metabolism [26].

One of the main focuses is the extraction of iron and transition metals in metal sinter-
ing processes following biomining. The biological genus Acidithiobacillus is considered to be
one of the most common, but not the only, organism used to carry out this process. From the
string analysis, Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans is the best candidate for a model organism to
perform resource extraction in extreme terrestrial environments and on other planets, e.g.,
the moon and Mars [27]. The keywords mars, microbiology, minerals, and Acidithiobacillus
are very predominant in networks, with some present in both string analyses. However,
it should be noted that these processes can be performed by numerous other microorgan-
isms. The fact that Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans appears as the first choice in the analysis
is perhaps due to its status as a well-studied model organism in terrestrial biomining
processes [30]. This potentially makes it an excellent candidate for space applications as
well. With the astronomical and biological fields being given equal importance, space
biomining and geomicrobiology have made strong contributions to opening up astrobi-
ology to biotechnology research lines, and promoting astrobiology and ISRU as tools to
support efforts toward a sustainable obtainment of resources on Earth [28]. The compelling
issue of obtaining resources for sustainable human space exploration is the main reason
why space biomining is becoming increasingly relevant. It is therefore surprising to not
find the keywords ISRU, in situ resource utilization, or even just resource in our analyses,
particularly the one resulting from the second string. This could partially be explained by
the observation that space biomining is more intuitively linked to the niche area of space
biology, rather than astrobiology, despite being linked to and partially derived from it. For
instance, papers from recent space biomining experiments performed aboard the ISS never
use the term astrobiology [23], and probably escaped our analysis. This could explain the
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low number of documents found using the second string. On the other hand, this indicates
the multidisciplinary variety of research areas that branch from astrobiology.

By recognizing the crucial influence of microorganisms in natural systems and extreme
environments, as well as their ability to extract resources, biomining and bioleaching are
considered analytical units and sustainable approaches for the study of astrobiology and
human space exploration. On the moon and on Mars, natural resource extraction is a major
concern, both from a sustainability perspective and from an operational perspective. It is
interesting that processes involving microorganisms are becoming increasingly important
in this area [29]. The use of extremophile organisms appears to be a viable alternative
for mining on the moons and planets of our solar system [43,45]. The integration of
prokaryotes, and more microorganisms in general, into astrobiological processes for human
space exploration has entailed the development of more complex devices capable of flying
over the ISS and landing on other planetary and satellite surfaces [32]. Astrobiology’s
relatively new focus on biomining and bioleaching confirms the increasing interest of
the scientific community in extreme environments and extremophiles as tools for the
biotechnological enhancement of our society [11].

Analysis of the scientific literature on astrobiology revealed a wide variety of issues
affecting different disciplines and a strong connection between them. The temporal analy-
ses showed how astrobiology is timely, responding to the recognition of biomining and
bioleaching as tools, expanding one of astrobiology’s main areas of study, and opening it
to multi-disciplinary research lines, connecting astronomy, astrophysics, geology, chem-
istry, and biology [30]. It is interesting to notice that, regarding the analysis of the string
“astrobiology”, the general perception in this subject is not uniform, but probably depends
on the differences in astrobiological studies performed in different countries distributed
worldwide. Further analysis must be performed on this, studying the spatial distribution
in the global scientific literature of astrobiology, biomining and bioleaching.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
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